Year 5 Spellings
Term 3A Week 1 - Words containing the letter string ‘ough’
1. though
2. although
3. dough
4. doughnut
5. through
6. cough
7. trough
8. rough
9. tough
10. enough

Use the different spelling activities already provided to help you practise and learn how to spell these
words.
Make sure you find out the meaning of these words so you understand and can use them accurately
in your writing.
Get someone to test you at the end of the week to see how well you know these words.

Year 5 Spellings
Word search
Can you locate each of the spelling words below?

though

though

although

although

dough

dough

doughnut

doughnut

through

through

Year 5 Spellings
Crossword
Use the clues to help you figure out the correct spelling words to fill in the crossword.

Across:
1. The animals greedily ate from the … (6)

Down:
2. The … sea made the ailors feel seasick. (5)

4. The train sped… (7)
6. I still ate the chocolate even … I was full (6)

3. There wasn’t… time to finish the work. (6)
5. … she was ill, Kim still went to school. (8)

9. The test was… but I still got full marks (5)

7. I ate a jam-filled … (8)
8. when I had flu, I had a terrible, barking… (5)
10.The baker kneaded the… (5)

Year 5 Spellings
Term 3A Week 2 - Words containing the letter string ‘ough’
1. plough
2. bough
3. drought
4. brought
5. bought
6. wrought
7. thought
8. ought
9. borough
10. thorough

Use the different spelling activities already provided to help you practise and learn how to spell these
words.
Make sure you find out the meaning of these words so you understand and can use them accurately
in your writing.
Get someone to test you at the end of the week to see how well you know these words.

Year 5 Spellings
Word search
Can you locate each of the spelling words below?

plough

wrought

bough

thought

drought

ought

brought

borough

bought

thorough

Year 5 Spellings
Spelling Maze
Use your ‘ough’ letter string spellings to find your way out of the maze. Only nine of your spelling
words have been used. Which one is missing?

Which of the words haven’t you used? Could you write a sentence using the missing ‘ough’ word and
a modal verb?

